this, but is primarily a matter of servicing, since a laboratory is only as flexible as its services. The detailed layout of rooms and design of walls and furniture will also determine the degree of flexibility, and, in general, the greater the flexibility the greater the cost.
In the surveys of research establishments conducted by the Nuffield Foundation (1961) a large range of disciplines was analysed to find the percentage of working time during which different bench lengths were used. From the results various kinds of work were grouped into high, medium and low categories, and biochemistry was found to be a high bench user. Different sizes of working groups were also analysed, and it was found that the demand for working space did not rise in proportion to the numbers using it: if a graduate required x sq. ft. an assistant needed x-n sq. ft., regardless of the working group size.
It was found that working bench space was wasted by turning corners, which tended to become spaces for storage or for inconveniently placed sinks. Long straight runs of bench were preferable. In many instances complex service arrangements gave too many uncontrolled runs in floor ducts, or drains which leaked onto the floor below, and laboratories were sometimes completely out of use during servicing changes. It was apparent that in the ideal structure the service runs should be completely dissociated from the structure.
The optimum spacing of benches should be related to body size, and this was investigated. It was found that for single working places 31 (not back to back) at least 4 ft. was needed; two people working back to back required not less than 5 ft. and when trolleys were used 5 ft. to 6 ft. was adequate if workers were staggered.
An investigation was also made to determine what factors created the impression of spaciousness. The best was found to be the free floor area-Leo the area of unimpeded floor. The crossover point between feeling crowded and having too much space occurred at about 60 sq. ft. to 70 sq. ft. of free floor area per person: at this point 52 % of subjects felt it was about right, 32 % thought it was crowded and 28 % considered it spacious. This guide could be used to check areas against staffing proposals.
This gave a rational basis for laboratory design: long straight bench runs, simple and detachable service runs, adequate but not lavish space between benches, together with adaptability or flexibility within these stipulations. The pattern that emerged was of a deep room, from corridor to window wall, serviced from a central corridor either by vertical submains at each grid point, or from horizontals in the corridor ceiling. This allowed all the service runs to benches to be kept above the floor in the working area, so that they did not go through floor ducts or through to the rooms above or below.
This type of laboratory layout, in units or rooms 20 ft. to 25 ft. long and 10 ft 6 ins. to 12 ft. wide, can be cheaper than most others when reckoned in terms of cost per sq. ft. of working space. The user might have to accept some limitations, but the design should speed programming and give a rational flexibility. The main laboratory block is three storeys high and contains store rooms and post-mortem rooms on the ground floor, with haematology and histology on the upper ground floor and bacteriology above this. At right angles to the main block there is a two storey section containing the biochemistry department, with an animal house underneath.
New Pathology Laboratories at Southampton General Hospital
The plan is built up on a grid of bays, 12 ft. x 36 ft., the middle row of columns being 2 ft. off centre to allow for a central corridor when required. This leaves planning units of approximately 12 ft. x 16 ft. on each side of the corridor.
Services are carried in ducts, within the floor at lower ground floor level, whereas the upper floors are served by ducts at ceiling level in the rooms below. The duct itself is in two sections, one containing the electrical supplies and the other the heating, hot and cold water and gas. These have removable covers and run under the main bench areas so that all services are connected without showing on the walls or ceilings. Services run in the upstand riser at the back of the bench top. Heating is by hot water radiators which are positioned below grilles which form part of the windowsill. Waste fittings are of vulcathene, with glass traps.
Partitions have been used wherever possible to permit flexibility in the layout of rooms. These are light and removable and consist of aluminium framing and skirting, with double thickness hardboard and plasterboard panels. Sound proofing is improved by the use of a sound absorbing filling between these panels. These partitions can be erected easily and rapidly but services cannot be run within them and heavy shelving needs to be independently supported.
Ceilings have been plastered, but in corridors and some offices acoustic tiles have been used. Floors are generally of sheet P.V.c. with welded joints, this being virtually waterproof and slightly resilient as well as quiet and pleasing in appearance.
Bench tops are of Formica, or similar plastic on blockboard, and independent units are made 32 to slide under the benches. These are varied in type and can be covered with Formica to form small low working surfaces or desks. Earthenware sinks are fitted to the underside of bench tops with mild steel straps, and sealed with mastic.
The biochemistry department occupies a total area of approximately 2,100 sq. ft. The main laboratory (44 ft. x 20 ft.) contains four peninsular benches, together with sinks and fume cupboards, with two small store rooms of about 26 sq. ft. There are two biochemists' rooms (approximately 16 ft. x 12 ft.) with benches, sinks, fume cupboards etc., and a laboratory for microanalytical work (120 sq. ft.). In the balance room (12 ft. x 9 ft.) and instrument room (16 ft. x 16 ft.) the bench tops are of double thickness block board with a Formica finish; these are bedded in cork to give a " floating" top, which will reduce vibration. There are also rooms for chromatography (104 sq. ft.), chemical stores (128 sq. ft.) and washing up (80 sq. ft.).
The author wishes to acknowledge the help he and his associate, Mr. N. L. Woodford, have received from Mr. F. C. Grimes in the design and layout of the Biochemistry section.
The Laboratory Design Consultant
Several firms of laboratory furnishers maintain departments devoted entirely to laboratory installation and they equip many such buildings each year. Some are possessed of design and development offices able to advise on any stage of the installation and their design consultants have wide experience in this specialised field. They can offer advice to the client in preplanning discussions and on the preparation of drawings and detailed specifications. If invited to sit-in with the planning team before tenders are invited, their knowledge of instrumentation, fume cupboard and extraction plant design, and furniture and services layout is invaluable. These services are available either for a fee, or without charge in consideration of being nominated as consultants and contractors. Such an approach need cost no more than the present system of tendering, since the value of the consultation is probably in excess of the sum saved by competition. .
If a laboratory is to be separate from other premises fulfilling a primary function, this gives the designer considerably more scope in arranging accommodation and in consequence the building may be more easy to extend in the future. Such a scheme is not always possible and the laboratory may then have to be part of a multi-storey block. If a top floor installation is chosen, it will benefit from having short ventilation ducts and higher gas pressure and it will also be quieter and will enjoy better natural lighting. These conditions will be reversed when laboratory is on the ground floor, but there will be a better water pressure and shorter effluent pipes. Intermediate and lower floors are sometimes less acceptable because of fire hazards.
The design consultant is familiar with these problems and can also give much help when premises originally built for another purpose are to be converted into laboratories. This proposition is always possible although it is doubtful if the result is ever so satisfactory as when a building has been designed for the purpose.
